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Abstract-We introduce the concept of a generalized Pad4 approximant by expressing an expo- 
nential function of two noncommuting operators as an alternating product of Pad6 approximants 
to each operator. We then demonstrate that high-order generalized propagation methods can be 
reformulated in terms of unitary generalized Pad& approximants. We further prove that the required 
order of the individual approxhnants is far lower than the accuracy of the resulting generalized prop- 
agation method. In fact, our previous recursion relations for generalized propagation techniques can 
be applied without modification to the Pad4 methods. Our results lead directly to highly rapid and 
precise split-operator alternating direction implicit finite difference and finite element procedures. 
INTRODUCTION 
Standard numerical techniques for solving parabolic differential equations are generally based 
on a second-order representation of the exponential of the sum of two noncommuting operators 
as a symmetric product of three exponentials of the component operators [l-3]. To increase 
the precision of such methods, two of us (B.H. and D.Y.) introduced a novel series of fourth- 
order expansions in terms of 7, 9, 11 and 13 operator products while the current authors later 
demonstrated that sixth and eighth order expansions could be obtained in terms of products of 
15 and 31 operators, respectively [4-61. These identities lead to easily implemented and highly 
accurate split-step fast Fourier transform propagation techniques, as we and other authors have 
verified numerically in considerable detail [7-141. In this paper, we extend our analysis to implicit 
split-operator finite difference and finite element procedures by introducing the generalized Padk 
approximant to the exponential of the sum of two noncommuting operators as an alternating 
product of Pade approximants of the individual operators. We prove that split-operator alter- 
nating direction finite difference and finite-element methods [15] based on such products typically 
require only low-order approximants and are therefore very simply implemented. 
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BACKGROUND 
We consider a class of parabolic differential equations typified by the Schrodinger equation or 
equivalently by its optical counterpart, the Fresnel approximation [16]. The latter expression 
yields for the envelope, E, of a single polarization component of a monochromatic electric field 
with vacuum wavevector Ls in a medium characterized by a reference refractive index no, 
g = (D+N(z,y,z))E 0) 
in which we have defined 
D= D,+D, (2) 






We specialize to longitudinally independent refractive index distributions, although our results 
have been established numerically in case one of the operators are t-dependent [16]. 
The central identity employed in various propagation algorithms is then derived from the 
observation that for two noncommuting operators A and B, 
&‘+B) = &/2)AezB&/2)A + qz3) s A,(~) + qz3). (5) 
To increase the accuracy of equation (5) without deviating from existing theoretical and numerical 




ezbFBeza;A + o(zK+l) E AK(%) + o(zK+‘), 
i=l 
(6) 
where l-j:“=, d(i) z d(m)d(m - l)... A( 1). Expanding equation (6) in a Taylor series and 




The additional constraints associated with symmetric procedures are 
ax m-i+1 = 
K 
ai , bK . = bf m--r i= 1,2 ,...,m-1, bf = 0. (8) 
While the fast Fourier transform technique can be immediately applied to equation (6), split- 
operator finite difference or finite-element implementations have not yet been discussed and there- 
fore form the motivation for the current paper. 
PRELIMINARIES 
By the degree of the L-fold commutator [AI, [AZ, [As, I......, [AL_I,AL]....]]]] we mean the de- 
gree, L+ 1, of the commutator viewed as a homogeneous polynomial. The basis of our calculations 
is the Baker-Campbell Hausdorff (BCH) formula [17,18] 
etAezB = er;z’E1 rkBk(AoB) 
(9) 
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The symbols S”(P, Q) d enote linear combinations of degree k commutators, which to third order 
are 
@(A, B) = A + B 
B2(A B) = ~[A,B] (10) 
B3(A B) = $ ([A, [A, 41 + P, P, All). 
In previous papers, we have presented recursion relations which allow higher-order solutions of 
equation (6) to be constructed from lower-order solutions. These include a K -i K + 6 procedure 
for z-independent operators [5] as well as a proof that the K + K + 4 recursion remains valid 
even for longitudinally varying operators [6]. Here we however specialize for simplicity to the 
z-independent h’ -i I< + 4 case. We first observe that repeated application of the BCH identity, 
equation (9), yields [lo] 
AK(Z) = fie zb;KBezaFA = e,,m=l z(afA+b:B)+~~z2 z’C*(A,B) + qrK+l). (11) 
i=l 
The C’(A,B) d enote a sum of degree k commutators of A and B with degree k polynomial 
coefficients in the a: and br. 
Thus, for example, 
&2(z) = e (z/2)Ae’e(‘/2)A = ~~(A+B)+z~C~+Z~C~ + 0(*6) = ,p + 0@3 (12) 
Similarly, a Kth order solution of equation (6) can be expressed as 
A,(Z) = e z(A+B)+z 
K+~cK+‘+~K+~cK+~ 
+ O(P+4) 
~ eT(z)+zK+3C”+3 + o(rK+4). 
GENERALIZED PADti APPROXIMANTS 
To generate a Kth order finite-difference or finite-element procedure, we must replace the 
exponential operator in equation (6) by PadC approximants. While the desired accuracy of 
the overall method is assured if these PadPl approximants are Kth order accurate [4], such a 
substitution leads to multiplication and inversion of K tridiagonal matrices once each (K, K) 
approximant is factored into a product of K (1,l) approximants. We now demonstrate, however, 
that the precision of the overall method is generally unaffected if low-order PadC approximants 
are employed directly in the initial substitution; in particular, for the sixth order case, (1,l) 
approximants are sufficient. Since D, and D, commute, if we identify A ++ D and B H N, a 
(1,l) approximant for eayD may be factored without additional error as 
oKD = earD,eaFDY = e 1 
1 + a? D,/2 
1 - afD2/2 >( 
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OPERATOR RECURSION 
We now recall that in previous analyses we have constructed sixth and eighth order solutions 
equation (6) by concatenating multiple J-operator second-order products given by equation (12). 
In the present calculation, our underlying second-order component operator is instead 
(15) 
Since equation (14) only contains odd powers of 0, to sixth order, 
The K + K + 4 recursion relation is derived from the following operator product [4,5] 
(17) 
where O(., .,E) denotes a generic function such that O(crA,aB,k) = O(d). We accordingly 
consider the product 
_ - 
AK(Z)AOAK(X) = ew(Z,aO) + O(A, B, K + 4), (18) 
where 
;i&) = er(A+B)+r”+‘C”+‘+z”+3C”+9 + O(A, B, K + 4), (19) 
and 
Here the cj are homogeneous polynomials of degree j in A and B, while cf+l and eF+l 
represent the commutators 
tif+l = [A + B, L?+‘] (21) 
and 
~?:+l = [A + B,C,K+l]. (22) 
Identifying initia_lly 60 with AK(Y), we have ,f3r = & = 0. 
We first find lJ(x, Ac) defined by 
_ I 
AOAK =e !f’c, e p(z) . ep2C;+1+(r+,K+3)CK+3 +O(A,B,K+4) 
E e”(zs’o) + O(A, B, K + 4) 
(23) 
by applying the third-order BCH formula to epoo,T(Z) with 
[L?&?(Z)] = (ozK+l - zp) (?f+l - z:p$,K+’ + O(A, B, K + 4) 
[fi, [PO, i;(z)]] = cx(n~~+~ - a$) cf+l + O(A, B, K + 4) 
[p(z), [?(~),f’~]] = - z(a~~+~ - zP) cf+l+ O(A, B, K + 4). 
Similarly, we construct v(z,&) defined by 
(24) 
h~(z)Ao = e’(cs’o) + O(A, B, I( + 4) (25) 
and then evaluate I@(z, xc) = p(z, fi(z, &)). Finally, since ,& remains zero in I%‘(t,&) by sym- 
metry, we generate a (I< + 3)rd order expansion by setting the coeffkients in [4] 
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T/ir(u, i%(v, r?r(z,~,(y)))) of A + B to one and those of @+‘, 8:+’ and eK+3 to zero. Note 
that this requirement motivates our search for an operator product, equation (17), containing four 
variables (21, V, I, y}. The coefficients of each of the above terms yield respectively the following 
equations which are solved with the conjugate gradient technique [9]: 
2u + 2V + 2r + y = 1 
2uK+l + 2??+1+ 2$+’ + yK+l = I-J 
(1 - t&)#+l + (1 - 2u - v)(vy(vK - yK) + 2zv(wK - 8)) + Z:y(” + y)(tK - yK) = 0 
2uK4-3 + 2lY+3 + 2;CK+3 + yK+3 = 0. 
The most numerically efficient 21 operator minimal formalism is specified in terms of the con- 
stants bl in Table 1 by b4 = 1 - 2(bl + bz + b3) and al = bl/2, I= 1,. . . ,3 as we have verified by 
repeated multiplication of the (1,l) Pad& approximants. Note that the analogous split-step fast 
Fourier transform method contains 15 operators since adjacent exponentials of a single opera- 
tor may be combined. Since a symmetric (2N - l)st order procedure is automatically accurate 
to order 2N, [4,10], equation (17) in fact yields a (K + 4)th order algorithm. An extension of 
our analysis to the K + K + 6 recursion relation of [5] is straightforward while the transverse 
accuracy can be immediately improved by employing the (1,1) PadC approximant for the sec- 
ond derivative operator in terms of difference operators [3]. We also note that we have recently 
verified numerically that our generalized Padk method remains valid to at least sixth order for 
z-dependent operators. 






We have proven that the recursion relation which generates a (K + 4)th order generalized 
propagation technique from a Kth order method remains valid if the individual exponentials 
are replaced by their (1,l) Pad& approximants. We then constructed a recursion relation which 
yields a sixth order 21 operator three-dimensional generalized Pad& approximant starting from the 
standard second-order product. Our expression immediately translates into split-operator finite 
difference and finite-element propagation methods which only require multiplication and inversion 
of a small number of tridiagonal matrices. Further iterations or more complex recursion relations 
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